
The Evolution Continues: The Clinical Trials of the
Speak Strategy in Nucleus 22 Channel Cochlear Implant Users
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e~l'MCh in thc field (11 l'ochlcar implanb contjnuc~ in centre:., around the world.
The aim or all cenlre~ i~ tu impn)\'e the speech perception ahilitie:., uf those chil

dren ;llld adults fitted with a cochlear implant. Mus! recently the work of Hugh
Mc])ermott ;Jlld CUll'ttl McKay (Melhourne Univn:.,ity, Departmcnt of



Otolaryngology) in developing and researching the SMSP (Spectral Maxima Sound
Processor) has greatly enhanced the speech understanding abilities of a number of
subjects implanted with the Nucleus 22 Channel Cochlear Implant.

Cochlear Pty. Ltd. has recently developed a new speech coding strategy called
the SPEAK strategy. Based on similar principles used in the SMSP, the SPEAK
strategy uses a bank of 20 filters and codes an average of six speech maxima from
the incoming signal. Based on the spectral content, it then stimulated an average of
six different electrode pairs at an average rate of 250Hz.

This paper will present an overview of the strategy and report on the results of
a clinical trial conducted with 24 adult cochlear implant users. Speech perception
was measured with both the MPeak strategy and the new SPEAK strategy.
Significant improvements in speech perception scores were noted for the majority of
subjects with the largest improvements occurring in sentence understanding in back
ground noise.
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